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Product Information

A Sempé w103 pendant lamp can be a single hanging shade or a
combination of shades. They can be attached on a long rail for linear
combinations or on smaller rails, where they can be joined together like
Meccano to create polygons. The rail structure is thin enough to avoid the
feeling of a heavy, hanging structure, and the lines are also softened by the
round shapes of the shades. These exist in 7 very different tones - bright,
soft, clear, dark - and can be arranged in any colour combination.
Two elements of the w103 range table lamp are used in the suspended
lamps: the shade is identical and the hook of the clamp is moved to the
top of the shade. This then becomes the assembly piece of all the various
shade combinations.
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Technical description
System of dimmable pendant lamps. Warm white LED with glare protecting
shade and diffuser. Two shades mounted on a straight rail available as
standard articles in black or white. Any number of shades and any
combination of the seven single shade colours (Sempé w103s1), mounted
on a black or white straight rail, are available, made to order.
Technical information
Material: aluminium, steel
Light source: 1-6 W LED per shade
Colour temperature: 3,000 K
CRI: 93
Suspension: 3m cable and wire
Standard articles
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